
Kingfisher Hall Learning Grid: Autumn Term 2, Year 5 
Vicious Vikings?  

Force for positive change: Following their History and D&T curriculum for this term, children will design a delicious and nutritious, 
cost effective soup recipe to feed a family for under £5.  The recipe will be shared through social media. 

Key dates/events: 
30.10. 23– Inset Day                                          
1/2. 11 23 - Individual Class Photos  
11.11.23 – Parliament Week 
13-17. 11.23 -  Anti Bullying Week           
16.11.23 Y5/6 Trust Football Tournament                                
17.11.23 Children in Need                             
 

29.11.23 – Gymnastics festival  
8.12.23 – KHA winter fair  
14.12.23 - Winter Fair at Heron Hall – y5 
singing                                                        
  School Christmas Dinner  
19.12.23 - Christmas Jumper Day 

Maths: Place value, fractions, decimals and time. 
 

This term Year 5 will be consolidating 
their knowledge of place value and 
number. 
Identifying, naming and writing 
equivalent fractions of a given 

fraction, using manipulatives as well as pictorial 
representations. Additionally, they will be solving 
problems involving converting between units of 
time and completing, reading and interpreting 
information in tables.  

English:  Viking Boy                        
Children will be reading 
the story Viking Boy 
during reading 
sessions. They will use 
this to support writing 
a fictional piece of a 
narrative viewpoint 
from the perspective of 
Viking Boy – the main 
character. During the second half term, they will 
write a balanced argument to discuss whether the 
Vikings were vicious based on reading and history 
learning.  

Science: Properties and Changes of Materials.  
 
 
Pupils will explore materials by grouping and 
comparing by, evaporating, filtering, sieving, melting, 
dissolving; understanding that melting and dissolving 
are different processes. Pupils will work scientifically 
by; carrying out tests to answer questions comparing 
materials and observing the changes that take place. 

History: Vikings   

When did the Vikings invade British shores? What were they known 
for? Pupils will learn about aspects of Viking life, such as social 
hierarchy, battle techniques and diet. Enabling to deeper their 
Historical concepts such as chronology, investigating and 
interpreting the past. 

Music  
The children will be rehearsing for their performance 
at the 02 Arena with the Young Voices choir. They will 
learn how to sing as an ensemble to perform a song 
with counterpoints and refine their singing technique. 

D&T- Viking Stew  
Children will research food the Vikings ate. They will 
then use this research to explore and evaluate 
ingrdients to imitate a viking stew using safe practise 
for preparation and cooking. They will then evaluate 
their dish.  

Spanish:  
Children will learn how 
to use adjectives to describe  
people, personalities and name animals. In 
addition, they will recognise singular and plural 
forms. 
 
 

Physical Education:  
Indoor: Dance - Communicating issues through 
dance. Children will explore, improvise and 
choose appropriate material to create new motifs 
in a chosen dance style to 
communicate a message that 
current and relevant. 
Outdoor:  
Hockey 
Children will learn correct grip, how to pass, 
receive, travel with the ball, tackle and shoot. 
Hockey is a great sport for children to learn, as it 
helps them improve their teamwork skills and 
develop an understanding of attacking and 

defending. 

Computing: Flat- file Databases  
Children will create a paper – 
based database before moving 
onto learning about computer 
databases. They will use this 
information to compare data 

visually and apply to databases in a real life context. 

PHSE: Being Me in My World 
 
This term, children will have a chance to celebrate the cultural 
diversity of people around us and find out more about what we 
have in common, rather than what separates us. 
 
 

 

 


